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Abstract 

During the 1991 Heard Island Feasibility Test, a vertical hydrophone array deployed 
off Monterey, CA, recorded transmissions from a low-frequency acoustic source nearly 
18,000 km away. By determining the modal structure of the received transmissions, 
it is possible to characterize the physics of such long range propagation. This thesis 
focuses on the determination of the modal, or vertical, structure of the signal. It was 
necessary to first develop a conditioning scheme to address several data quality issues, 
including very low signal levels (-15 dB SNR on a single channel), large transient 
spikes, and a limited set of operational channels. Very narrowband filtering was used 
to obtain a 25 dB increase in SNR. Doppler shifts for each transmission event were 
predicted from available parameters and were found to be within ±2 mHz of the 
measured shifts. 

The modal analysis employed two methods: comparing variations in signal energy 
with depth to the vertical extent of the modes, and fitting the data using a least 
squares modal decomposition. The least squares performance given a subsampled 
basis set of modes was studied and improved upon through the use of diagonal 
loading. Lack of array orientation data hindered the analysis, and least squares 
fitting was used to estimate the most likely orientation. The least squares analysis 
indicated the presence of modes at least up to mode 7, possibly higher. This is 
significant in that predictions prior to the experiment were that all but the lowest 
modes would be attenuated by boundary interactions along the path. Results from 
independent analyses of the same data also support the conclusion that the signal 
structure is quite complex. 

Thesis Supervisor: Prof. Arthur B. Baggeroer 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Global climate change, in particular the possibility of climate change of anthro

pogenic origin, is a topic of increasing concern. In response to this concern, Munk 

and Forbes suggested in 1989 the possibility of monitoring changes in global ocean 

temperatures by measuring changes in travel times of acoustic signals transmitted 

across entire ocean basins [1]. The proposed monitoring scheme may be d ivided 

into two main components: the use of acoustics to resolve the large-scale tempera

ture structure of the oceans and the subsequent identification of long-term climate 

trends against the background of natural gyre and basin scale variability. Prelimi

nary analyses indicate the latter will be the more difficult task [3]. The motivation 

for considering changes in ocean temperature may be explained as follows . If the 

ocean temperature structure is decomposed into temporal and spatial empirical or

thogonal functions (EOF's), the greenhouse signal and the natural variability are 

expected to occupy different EOF's, and are therefore separable. This is the key ad

vantage of considering the ocean rather than the atmosphere, where climate trends 

and background variability are on the same time and space scales [2]. Even with 
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this advantage, it is estimated that ten years of study wi ll be necessary before any 

long-term trends are evident. 

The other component of the monitoring scheme, the use of acoustics for deter

mining ocean temperatures is called acoustic thermometry. This is an ideal method 

for obtaining large-scale average temperatures since t he long propagation paths aver

age out t he travel time perturbations of smaller meso-scale features, such as eddies. 

The use of such long ranges, however , presents numerous technical challenges. For 

instance, it was known from a 1960 experiment that sound from an explosive source 

could be detected nearly halfway around the world [ 4]. However, an explosive charge 

does not provide the repeatable source signal necessary for acoustic thermometry 

work, and sidelobes from resulting bubble oscillations make accurate travel time de

termination difficult. To obtain the necessary resolution, on the order of 10-50 msecs, 

a hydroacoustic source is required. The longest ranges that these sources have been 

used are 4000 kilometers [5], whereas basin-scale ranges are 10-18 megameters ( l 

megameter = 106 meters). In addition to uncertainties regarding the use of hydroa

coustic sources, it was not known what effects the long propagation paths would 

have on the acoustic signal structure. In particular, was it possible to identify and 

track the individual multipath arrivals over repeated transmissions? In an effor t to 

resolve some of the more pressing issues, the Heard Island Feasibility Test (HIFT) 

was conducted in January of 1991. The experiment confirmed that it was indeed 

feasible to use a hydroacoustic source and that signals could be coherently processed 

to obtain travel times at ranges up to 18,000 km. As part of the experiment, both 

vertical and horizontal line arrays were deployed in an effort to determine the spatial 

characteristics of the arriving signals. The processing and analysis of the receptions 

on a vertical array deployed off the coast of California form the basis for this thesis. 

The vertical distribution of the signal holds crucial information on the propagation 

characteristics. Understanding how the signals propagate is fundamental to being 
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able to extract the necessary climate information . 

The RIFT was a collaborative effor t between many institut ions, including Scripps 

Institute of Oceanography, MIT, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute. University of 

Washington, University of Michigan, Science App lications International Corporat ion 

(SAIC ), Naval Research Lab and Hubbs Sea World . Transmiss ions took place from 

a source ship just off Heard Island in t he Southern Indian Ocean (54° S, 74° £). Low 

freq uency signals were transmitted for one hour , every three hours , for five days. 

Fourteen different recei ving sites were located around the world. Figure 1-1 shows 

the experimental deployment. The following section briefly discusses the Monterey 

vertical array. A more detailed accounting of the experiment may be found in the 

RIFT overview paper by Munk, Spindel, Baggeroer, and Birdsall [3]. 

1.2 The Monterey Vertical Array 

Two identical vertical arrays were deployed for the RIFT, one off Bermuda and 

the other off the coast of California. Unfortunately, the Bermuda array sank and no 

data were obtained. Much effort was put into selecting locations along the West coast 

which could reliably receive transmissions from Heard Island. Acoustic propagation 

modeling carried out by Chiu, et al. [6], used gridded temperature and salinity data 

provided by a global circulation model as input to the HARP01 ray tracing code. 

Using the computed ray paths, only one possible region was found -a narrow band 

of insonification off the California coast, approximately 150 km wide [6] . During the 

experiment , the array was positioned within this envelope, about 200 km offshore 

and in deep water free of any significant bathymetry. 

Figure 1-2 shows the configurat ion the array. There were 32 sensors spaced 45 

meters apart . ominal depth of the first hydrophone was 345 meters. This placed 

1 Hamiltonian Acoustic Ray tracing Program for the Ocean. 
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Figure 1-1: Paths taken by sound in the Heard Island Feasibility Test. Black circles 
indicate receiver sites. Horizontal lines represent horizontal receiver arrays. Vertical 
lines designate vertical arrays. Lines with arrows indicate towed arrays. Signals were 
received at all sites except for the Japanese station off Samoa. See reference [1]. 
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the sound speed axis between hydrophones 5 and 6. Each hydrophone on the VLA 

had a sensitivity of -170 dB re 1V/ J.LPa. To appreciate such a sensitivity. consider 

that a 3 em vertical displacement of a single hydrophone would produce a 1 volt 

output, nearly 10,000 times the output from the actual signal. Because of this , 

great care was taken to isolate the array from surface heave. Extensive damping 

kept swell-induced array movement under 15 em, preventing saturation of the data 

acquisition equipment. A more detailed discussion of the array design is in the paper 

by Baggeroer, et al. [7] . 

The primary reason for dep loying vertical arrays was to resolve t he arriving sig

nal structure in order to learn more about the characteristics of very long range 

propagation. A brief overview of the more important considerations in long range 

propagation is given in the next section, and in particular, a discussion of normal 

mode theory, which is useful for representing the propagation of an acoustic signal. 

1.3 Acoustic Propagation and 

Normal Mode Theory 

When working with megameter or greater propagation distances, many assumptions 

and approximations that can be made for shorter distances are no longer valid. 

For instance, the curvature of the earth must be considered when computing the 

horizontal ray paths, as well as refraction due to horizontal temperature gradients 

and changing bathymetry. The paths shown in Figure 1-1 are actually refracted 

geodesics. A good discussion of horizontal refraction is given by Heaney, et al. [8]. 

Another consideration in long range propagation is the use of low frequencies to 

minimize volume attenuation, or absorption losses. As ari example, at 57 Hz, the 
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Figure 1-2: Deployment configuration of vertical array off Monterey (7). 
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attenuation over an 18,000 km path in the Atlantic would be about 3 dB 2
. At 100 

Hz, though, t he loss jumps to 19 dB. 

At these low frequencies, a useful and well-established method for describing 

the long range propagation of acoustic signals is a normal mode representation. 

Intui t ively, a normal mode may be thought of as the coherent interference of a 

system of rays all having the same horizontal wavenumber, or phase speed [9]. The 

vertical extent of a particular mode is determined by the turning depths of the 

component rays, or the depths at which the local sound speed equals the phase 

speed of the mode/ rays. This has the important consequence that higher-order 

modes sample more of the water column and thus each mode may contain slight ly 

different information about the ocean. A receiver that can resolve ind ividual modes 

can potentially make inferences about how ocean properties, such as temperature, 

vary with depth. 

The use of normal modes lends itself well to an efficient expression for the sound 

field at a particular depth and range. The received signal may be expressed as a 

weighted superposition of the normal modes, plus an appropriate expression for the 

noise field. At a depth z and range r from the source, the field may be written as 

( 1.1) 

where ai describes how each mode is excited by the source, cPi is the i1h modeshape 

at the location (r , z), and all of the range information is expressed in Ri· For long 

ranges, the number of modes required in the summation is relatively small , due to 

the fact t hat the higher modes are attenuated by boundary interactions along the 

path. Barring re-population of the higher modes , then, only the lowest few would be 

expected to be present after 18,000 km of propagation. 

2 For Pacific waters, the loss would be about 5 dB. 
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Since there are only a small number of modes to consider. and since the vertical 

array provides a discrete sampling of the sound field, Eq. ( 1.1) may be written in 

vector form as 

p(r) = E(r)T(r)a + n (r), ( l. 2) 

where E is a matrix containing the N modeshapes as sampled at the i\11 recetver 

depths. 3 

E= ( 1.3) 

The range-dependent Ri terms may be grouped in anN x N matrix T , referred to 

as the propagation matrix. The elements ofT depend on what assumptions are made 

regarding the propagation of the modes along the path. This is by no means a trivial 

task, and is the focus of considerable research, particularly after the results of the 

HIFT. The simplest assumption one can make is the adiabatic assumption, which says 

that given a slowly varying environment, the modes will propagate without transfer of 

energy [12). In other words, there won't be any coupling between the modes. Under 

this simplifying assumption, the Ri(r) are constant, and the off-diagonal terms ofT 

are zero. The diagonal terms are given by 

(1.4) 

One of the main purposes in determining the modal structure at the Monterey VLA 

is to gain a better understanding as to exactly what assumptions may be made 

regarding mode coupling. 

3T he modeshapes as computed for the Monterey site are shown in Figure 4-1. 
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1.4 Objectives 

The propagation from Heard Island to California presents a very complex problem. 

It has been suggested that " ... t he 18,000 km transmission from Heard Island, ... is 

perhaps the most complicated acoustic propagation problem available," [13]. As a 

first step in characterizing the propagation, this t hesis concentrates on determining 

the modal content , or vertical structure of the recorded signals. Issues concerning 

the quali ty of t he datasets are addressed, including low signal levels due to the 

great distances traveled , inoperable hydrophones due to electrical failures, t he lack of 

accurate array posit ion data due to sensor failures , and also the presence of a Doppler 

shift due to source movement . Analyses have previously been done on t he data by 

others, including Mikhalevsky at SAIC and Miller at the Naval Postgraduate School 

(NPS). The primary method of modal analysis developed here is a leas t squares 

modal decomposit ion. The outcome of this work will aid in advancing the general 

knowledge of long-range, low-frequency acoustic propagation, as well as highlighting 

areas of concern for future acoustic thermometry work. 

1.5 Organization 

The steps taken in conditioning the data are described in the next chapter. The 

predicted Doppler shift for each data set is computed and then compared against 

the measured value, and a preliminary analysis is made of the final processed time 

sequences. In Chapter 3, the least squares modal beamformer is introduced and its 

performance issues are addressed. In Chapter 4, the results of the modal analysis 

are presented, along with a discussion of how the array orientation was inferred, and 

comparisons are made with previous, independent analyses of the same data sets. 

Finally, Chapter 5 contains a summary of the work, the conclusions that can be 

drawn, and how they may impact future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Preliminary Processing 

Three different types of signals were developed for the RIFT. All were centered 

around 57 Hz, which was selected to avoid the 50 and 60 Hz line noises. The simplest 

signal was a single 57 Hz tonal, referred to as the continuous wave ( CW) signal. 

This signal provided the best penetration of low signal-to-noise environments since 

it concentrated all of its source power into a single band. The other two signal 

types, pentaline and pseudo-random phase shift , were multi- and broad-band signals 

respectively (19]. Because of the low signal- to-noise ratio (SNR) for the Heard Island 

to Monterey path, only the CW transmission events will be analyzed. 

Of all t he CW transmission events, only data from the first three transmissions 

were chosen for analysis. During this period, all of the sources were operating and 

the largest number of hydrophones on the receiving array (21 out of the 32) were 

functioning. Table 2.1 summarizes the three CW data sets presented in this thesis. 

The channels used are the same for all three events. The transmission time is the 

time at which the signal left Heard Island and the recording time is the time at which 

data recording commenced at Monterey. This will be time zero for all subsequent 

data plots. The estimated arrival time is based on the estimated travel time of 3 

hours, 19 minutes and 21 seconds (6]. The dataset (or event) naming convention is 
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to use the date and app roximate time of recording; e.g. 01270322 is the reception 

event on J anuary 27, at approximately 0322 hours . Note that for the first dataset, 

the recording was actually started after the transmission arrival. 

Event Transmission Time Recording Start Estimated Arrival 
(dd/hhmm:ss GMT) (dd/ hhmm:ss GMT) ( dd / hhmm:ss GMT) 

01261525 26/1200:00 26/1526: 16 26/ 1519:21 
01270322 27/0000:00 27/ 0300:54 27/ 0319:21 
01271505 27/ 1200:00 27/1510:28 27/1519:21 

Table 2.1: Summary of transmission events selected for analysis . All three are CW 
events . 

The signals from the hydrophones were passed through a 10-80 Hz bandpass filter 

and then sampled at 228 Hz before being recorded on optical disks [14]. After the ac-

quisition, several pre-processing, or condit ioning, steps were necessary to improve the 

generally poor data quality. Also, since the transmitted signal was sufficiently nar

rowband, the carrier frequency could be removed, thereby reducing the sampling rate 

and saving computation time. Figure 2-1 outlines the data conditioning sequence, 

which is discussed in the following sections. 

Stage 1 

±35 mHz 45-75 Hz 

H ~ _... Bandpass Clipping Demodulate .... Low pass f-.- Downsample r-
Filter by 57 Hz Filter by 50 

Doppler Analysis 

Demodulate by 
±6 mHz .... Low pass 

Doppler Shift Filter 

Stage 2 

Figure 2-1: Processing flowchart 
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2 .1 First Stage 

The goal of this first stage was to condition the signal and reduce the sampling 

rate so t he data sets were of manageable size while being appropriate for the signal 

bandwidth. A ty pical event as read off the optical di sk required close to 90 Megabytes 

of memory. Once reduced, each event required only 3 Megabytes or less. 

2.1.1 Spike Removal 

Large t ransient spikes of up to ±5 volts were present throughout the three CW 

datasets. The suspected cause was a loose hydrophone breakout producing vibrations 

on the array [7]. Because of the very low signal levels, it was possible to clip t he 

spikes at roughly the background noise level without removing any of the actual 

signal. Prior to clipping the data, a smooth, 45-75 Hz bandpass filter was applied. 

This eliminated much of the broadband spike energy that would otherwise be smeared 

into the signal band during clipping. The impulse response length (101 points , or 

0.443 seconds at 228 Hz sampling) was kept on the same order as the t ime duration 

of a spike. Analyses done both with and without the pre-filtering suggest that it did 

provide a noticeable increase in signal-to-noise levels. F igure 2-2 shows the frequency 

response for the bandpass filter. After filtering, the data was clipped at a level of one 

st andard deviation. A frequency vs time plot of the data after clipping is shown in 

Figure 2-3 . Note the 60 Hz line noise and the much heavier noise at 50 Hz, possibly 

due to shipping. Also note that the 57 Hz CW signal is not yet visib le above the 

nOise. 

2.1.2 Demodulation and Decimation 

As mentioned earlier , t he demodulation/ decimation steps were taken to simplify the 

data manipulation and analysis. The first step was to remove the 57 Hz carrier 
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Figure 2-3: Spectogram of 01261525, Channel 0 data after bandpass filtering and 
clipping. 
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frequency by shifting the spectrum down the appropriate number of frequency bins. 

Since the sampling rate was an even multiple of .)/ Hz. the bin shifting resulted in 

an exact demodulation. The next step was to apply an anti-aliasing filter, designed 

with a ±35 mHz passband, 150 mHz t ransition band, and 70 dB of rejection in 

the stopband (Figure 2-4) . The impulse response length was 10,001 points, or 43.0 

seconds at 228 Hz. This yielded a pre-decimation correlation length of about 200 

points, or 877 msecs. While a broader filter could have accomplished the necessary 

anti-aliasing just as easily, it would not have provided as much increase in signal-to

noise ratio. In anticipation of the upcoming section on Doppler shifting , it should 

be mentioned that a passband of ±35 mHz covers Doppler shifts corresponding to 

± 1. 7 knots of boat speed for a 57 Hz signal launched parallel to the shi p's bearing. 

Alternatively, at a nominal ship speed of 3 knots, this bandwidth corresponds to 

a relative launch angle variation of ±50°. All CW transmissions fell well within 

this range . The last step, the downsampling or decimation, was by a factor of 50, 

reducing the sampling rate from 228 Hz to 4.56 Hz. The data, now in quadrature 

form, was centered about 0 Hz, plus the Doppler shift , with an effective correlation 

length of about 4 points. 

Magnitude 
0~--------------.---------------~---------------, 

-20 

-40 

~ -60 

-80 

-100 

-120~--------------~---------------L ______________ _J 

0 5 10 15 
frequency (Hz) 

Figure 2-4: Frequency response for the ±35 mHz, Parks-McClellan lowpass filter. 
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2.2 Doppler Analysis 

Heavy seas off Heard Island forced the source ship R/ V Corey Cho1test to maintain 

constant headway into t he wind. This movement of the source int roduced a Doppler 

shift into the t ransmi t ted signal. While typ ically a nuisance and something to be 

avoided, t he addition of a Doppler shift provided an unexpected benefit - it could 

be used to estimate the launch angles from the source at Heard Island [15], which 

could then be compared to t he launch angles computed by the modeling. 

2.2.1 Prediction 

The expected Doppler shift for each transmission event can be readily predicted from 

available information. The ship's speed and heading data obtained from GPS read

ings were exceptionally accurate during this experiment as a result of the Selective 

Availability feature being turned off for the war in the Persian Gulf. The horizontal 

ray path the signal followed from source to receiver was determined from modeling 

by Chiu, et al. prior to the experiment [6] . From this, the launch angle at the source 

can be estimated. The predicted azimuth leaving Heard Island was between 133 and 

136 degrees (measured clockwise from the north). The Doppler shift for a moving 

source with stationary receiver and medium is given by 

u 
h op = fo C cos(as - a) , (2 .1 ) 

where 

h op resulting Doppler shift in received signal , 
fo 57 Hz carrier frequency, 
U ship's speed, 
C sound speed at source (on SOFAR axis) 1455 m/s , 
as ship 's bearing, and 
a signal launch angle. 
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Substituting in the information from the first three columns of Table 2.1.2 yields 

predicted frequency shifts shown in the Predicted Doppler column of the same table. 

The calculations were done for both sides of the estimated launch envelope, 133 

and 136 degrees, giving a range of possible Doppler shifts. Note t hat all shifts are 

negative, indicating the source is moving away from the direction of propagation. It 

should be pointed out that there is a differential Doppler shift associated with rays 

leaving at different vertical angles from the source, implying then that each mode 

would have a slightly different shift. These shifts, however, are much smaller than 

the above Doppler shifts , and are therefore ignored [16]. 

Bearing Speed Launch Predicted Measured Estimated 
Data set (deg) (kts) Angle Doppler Doppler Launch Angle 

(deg) (mHz) (mHz) (deg) 
01261525 254.5 2.99 133 - 136 -31.5 - -28.7 -30.5 134.1 
01270322 252.0 2.51 133 - 136 -24.5 - -22.2 -24.0 133.7 
01271505 234.5 3.21 133 - 136 -12.6 - -9.6 -12.5 133.4 

Table 2.2: Comparison of predicted and measured Doppler shift for the CW signals 
received on the VLA. 

2.2.2 Measurement 

As seen in the table, the predicted Doppler shifts were on the order of 10-30 mHz. 

A shift in the measured Doppler of just ±1 mHz at the array could result in about 

a 3 degree shift in the estimation of the launch angle. Because of this sensitivity, 

accuracy on the order of ±1 mHz was desired , thus dictating an FFT with a length 

of at least 1000 seconds. The data was windowed using a 1000-second Hanning 

window, with half-window advances between FFT's, essentially making each window 

an independent sample. Two-dimensional frequency vs time plots were created, 

from which the actual Doppler shift was read. Figures 2-5 - 2-7 show examples of 

the Doppler shifts as seen for each of the 3 CW datasets. Recall that because of the 
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clf'modu lation, t he signal shou ld be centered around 0 Hz. In the 01270:32:2 sonogram, 

the energ~· scattered abo,·e and below the signal frequency is duf' possibl_,. to the ship 

pul ling on the array. 

The results for t he three transmission e\·ents a re summarized in t he last two 

columns of Table 2.1.:2. There was remarkable agreement between the predicted and 

ob::;en·cd shirts. This pro,·ed an effective means of ,·e rifying that the signals receiw'd 

at :\Ionterey did indeed rollow the path predicted prior to the experiment. Equa

tiun 2.1 cau be i1werted Lo suh·e for the launch angle using the> measured Doppler . 

. \ s indicatPd, t l1e estimated laullclws are within one degree or e<1ch other. as w<"ll as 

\\'ithi11 tlte predicted launch wiudow. 
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F' igure 2-5: ::lonogram ( 'hannel 0, E,·ent 01:2fil-125. Horizontal clotted line is esti-
mated Doppler shift and ,·crtical cla::;hed lines indicate predicted signal cluratiou. 
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2.3 Second Stage 

With the Doppler shift now established for each dataset , the next step was to remove 

it by a second demodulation, placing the signal at baseband. Knowing the signal 

was exactly at 0 Hz made it possible to then apply a very narrowband lowpass filter 

in an attempt to improve upon the low input signal- to-noise ratios. Using a Parks

McClellan algorithm, an FIR filter was designed with a passband of only ±.5 mHz, 

and a transition band of 6.0 mHz. Stopband rejection was around 70 dB. Figure 2-8 

shows the frequency response out to 0.25 Hz. As a result of the filtering, the S R 

was increased by a substantial 25 dB. The cost of this, however , was that such a 

narrow filter required integration lengths of over 600 seconds, resulting in significant 

time-smearing of the data. The effective filter length, or correlation length, was 

about 200 seconds. 

CD 
"0 

Magnitude 

0.05 0 .1 0.15 0 .2 0.25 
frequency (Hz) 

Figure 2-8: Frequency response for the ±5 mHz lowpass filter. 
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2.4 Preliminary Analysis 

With the signal conditioning completed , a preliminary analysis of the time series 

from each channel was made. Magnitude and phase plots for the three data sets are 

shown in Figures 2-9 - 2-11. Note that the magnitude levels have no t been corrected 

for any gain due to processing nor for hydrophone sensitivity. The vertical lines in the 

figu res indicate the approximate starting times of the received signal. as computed 

using the predicted travel time of 3 hrs, 19 min, 21 sees. Again, t he signal arri ved 

prior to the start of the 1525 recording. Looking at the start of the 0322 and 1505 

data sets, what appears to be the transmission arri val can be seen relatively close 

to the expected arrival time, particularly in the magnitude data. The ending of the 

transmission is less clear, likely obscured by motion of t he array. By the end of each 

transmission hour, all of the slack in the array cable was taken up by t he drifting 

ship, which would then start pulling on the array. This was certainly the case for t he 

0322 data set. During and after event 1505, t he array was particularly stable, and 

the end of the transmission is apparent about an hour after the signal arri val. The 

most striking feature in the data is the constant fading in and out of the magni tude, 

on time scales ranging from 100 to 1000 seconds. Potential explanations for this 

include a complex, time-varying, interference pattern set up by the arriving modes , 

or oceanic processes such as internal waves or meso- or gyre-scale eddies. With only 

three datasets available, it is difficult to obtain more insight into this issue. 

Consider for a moment the effect on the signal phase if the Doppler shift was not 

accurately estimated and/ or varied with time. Since the signal is at 0 Hz, residual 

Doppler shifting would appear as gradual sloping of the phase. A positive slope 

would indicate the Doppler was under-estimated and that the phase is advancing 

with time. A negative slope would indicate the opposite. There are no such trends 

readily apparent across all the channels for any of the datasets, although channels 
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11-14 of Event 1505 do exhibit a fairly uniform phase shift. increasing over t he period 

.500 to 2000 seconds, then decreasing for t he next 1500 seconds. This corresponds to a 

t hree-quarters of a cycle change over 1500 seconds, or about 0 .. 5 mHz. which is within 

t he error margin of the Doppler estimate. The array was qu ite steady t hroughout 

t his time period, so the most likely sou rce of t his shift ing is slight changes in course 

and speed of the ship . The appearance of this shift on only some channels is puzzl ing, 

but may simply be a result of the low signal levels. 

Estimates of the actual signal pressure levels at the array can be made by ad

justing the condit ioned data to account for hydrophone sensitivity, gain through the 

data acquisition system, and the processing gain. T he effective sensitivity through 

all of the hardware (hydrophones, pre-amps, and other data acquisition equipment) 

is known to be -150 dB r e IV/ 1-lp a [17]. The gain through all of the pre-processing 

stages was estimated by passing a 57 Hz, unit-amplitude sinusoid through each stage 

and measuring the rms amplitude at the output. Effective pre-processing gain was 

found to be -3 dB , including a 6 dB addit ion to convert from one-sided (complex 

envelope) back to two-sided representation. The estimated rms values in the water at 

the array are shown in the third column of Tables 2.3 - 2.5 for the first 14 channels. 

These levels are similar those seen by G. Heard with the COAMS array [18] . Noise 

measurements taken at Monterey throughout the course of the experiment show an 

average noise level of 89 dB re 1~-LPa/ Vlf';. Over a 1 Hz band, then , the single

channel SNR is about -15 dB. Estimates of the total CW transmission loss may be 

found by subtracting the signal levels from the source level , as shown in fifth column 

of the tables . 

In one final look at the time series data, the total power across the top fourteen 

channels is plotted in Figure 2-12 for the three t ransmissions. The t ransmission is 

quite clear for the 01271505 event, and the signal is about 12 dB higher than the 

background noise. 
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Channel Depth RMS pressure Variance Transmiss ion Loss 
meters dB re 1J.lPa dB dB 

1 345 78.0 68.4 1-!3.1 
2 390 77.4 67.3 143.7 
3 435 78.3 68.6 142.8 
4 480 77.0 68.5 144.1 
5 525 76.5 67.3 144.6 
6 570 77.5 67.2 143.6 
7 615 75.4 65.3 145.7 
8 660 76.4 67.2 144.7 
9 705 75.9 63.7 145.2 
10 750 74.3 63.8 146.8 
11 795 74.1 65.3 147.0 
12 840 74.8 65.2 146.3 
13 885 77.0 67.1 144.1 
14 930 77.3 66.0 143.8 

Average 76.5 144.8 

Table 2.3: Signal statistics for Event 01261525 for the time period 0 - 2500 seconds. 
Source level: 221.1 dB. 

Channel Depth RMS pressure Variance Transmission Loss 
meters dB re 1J.lPa dB dB 

1 345 77.2 64.9 143.8 
2 390 79.5 69.5 141.5 
3 435 80.0 70.4 141.0 
4 480 76.3 65.1 144.7 
5 525 78.2 68.5 142.8 
6 570 77.2 67.7 143.8 
7 615 77.6 67.6 143.4 
8 660 78.6 70.5 142.4 
9 705 78.0 69.1 143.0 
10 750 77.0 67.1 144.0 
11 795 76.1 66.8 144.9 
12 840 78.1 69.9 142.9 
13 885 79.0 69.7 142.0 
14 930 78.1 69.3 142.9 

Average 78.0 143.2 

Table 2.4: Signal statistics for Event 01270322 for the time period 1000 - 3000 
seconds. Source level: 221.0 dB. 
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Channel Depth RMS pressure Variance Transmission Loss 
meters dB re 1J.LPa dB dB 

1 345 77.6 65.7 142.2 
2 390 76.5 67.0 143.3 
3 435 76.6 65.8 143.2 
4 480 77.1 67.2 142.7 
5 525 77.8 68.7 142.0 
6 570 78.8 69.8 141.0 
7 615 79.7 68.2 140.1 
8 660 79.9 69.7 139.9 
9 705 76.7 67.9 143.1 
10 750 77.4 67.2 142.4 
11 795 78.8 70.8 141.0 
12 840 76.8 67.5 143.0 
13 885 77.8 68.1 142 .0 
14 930 78.5 70.0 141.3 

Average 77.9 142.0 

Table 2.5: Signal stati stics for Event 01271505 for the t ime period 1000 - 3000 
seconds. Source level: 219.8 dB . 
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Chapter 3 

Least Squares Modal 

Beamforming 

The last sect ion of the previous chapter focused on some of the time-domain charac

teristics of the vertical line array (VLA) data. While this yielded useful information, 

there is much more information to be obtained by looking at the spatial structure of 

the signal. Indeed, the main reason for deploying a vertical array in the Heard Island 

experiment was to resolve t he low-order mode arrivals, or near-axial rays, something 

not possible in the time domain. The environmental motivation for analyzing the 

modal content of the signal was discussed in the introduction. 

There are several methods of analyzing the modal structure of the receptions [20]. 

Because of its relative ease of implementation, as well as robustness, the method used 

here is a modal fitting of the data based on linear least squares theory. An alternative 

method of analyzing the vertical structure is via bearnforming. There is, however, 

a very close relationship between the least squares fitting and bearnforrning. As a 

result, the least squares algorithm will often be referred to as the least squares modal 

beamformer. 

The simplest implementation of a modal beamformer is the single-mode beam-
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former , where the received signal is projected onto the mode space. This can be 

considered the spatial analog to the matched filter of the time domain. Since the 

modeshapes are frequency-dependent the data must be transformed to t he frequency 

domain and the desired frequency bin extracted. Equation (1.1 ) in Chapter l showed 

how the pressure field field could be represented as a sum of normal modes. If the 

excitation and range coefficients are combined, the new coefficient can be est imated 

as shown below for mode i: 
A <Pt 
a i = 11 </>iW P' (3 .1 ) 

where the + superscript indicates t he conjugate transpose of the vector. It is easy 

to see that if the received field consists only of a single mode i, p = a</>i, then t he 

estimation is exact, and ai = a. This method for determining the mode coefficients 

works well in situations where the sensors are closely spaced and the array spans at 

least enough of the water column so that all propagating modes are within the array 

aperture. These two conditions are necessary to avoid spatial aliasing of the sampled 

modeshapes. When these conditions are not met , the inodeshapes are no longer 

orthogonal to one another. As a result when (3.1) is used, there is modal crosstalk , 

or energy leaking from one mode into the estimate of another. The amount leaking 

from mode ito j is proportional to the correlation between the two modeshapes. Such 

crosstalk can falsely indicate the presence of modes which are not there. One way of 

displaying t he crosstalk is by plotting the modal covariance matrix. The larger the 

off-diagonal values, the greater the coupling betwe~n the modes. Figure 3-1 illustrates 

t he coupling for the instance where only the top 14 sensors of the Monterey VLA are 

used. One method of eliminating this problem is to use the least squares approach, 

where the signal is modeled as a linear combination of M modes and the associated 

coefficients are those that minimize the mean square error. 

In the following section, the least squares algorithm, or beamformer, is discussed 

and contrasted with the single-mode bearnformer. A modification to the least squares 
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a(t ) = [iit(t) ... aM(t)]. The estimation error£ at timet is given by 

1 l t+T/2 
£(t ) = T IP(T)- Ea(t)i 2dT, 

t-T/2 
(3.2) 

where p(t) is the received pressure signal at timet, and Tis t he window length over 

which t he error is averaged. The matrix E, sometimes referred to as the observation 

matrix , is composed of the basis set of modeshapes. 

E= (3.3) 

If the amplitude of mode i is to be estimated, that mode must be included in the 

basis set . The <Pi are the tilt-corrected (and therefore complex) modeshapes. Be

cause the modeshapes are frequency-dependent, it is more convenient to do this in 

the frequency domain, and so T in (3.2) becomes the FFT window length. The es

timated coefficients are found using the standard linear least squares formula, found 

in numerous references [22, 23]. 

(3.4) 

a 

The inverse in the above expression for a(t) is computed using a complex singular

value decomposition. 

As with the single-mode beamformer, if there is no noise present and the received 

field is a linear combination of normal modes , where each mode is also included in 

the signal representation, (3.4) will yield the exact coefficients, a , and the residual 
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error will be zero. 

p Ea 

p Ea = E(E+Er'E+p = Ea 

E E[IP- f> l2 ] = E[IEa- Eal2] = 0 

The mean square error of (3.2) may be used as a measure of how well the signal 

p( t) is being estimated. Ignoring the time-dependence, this may be computed as 

Here, Rp and Rpp are the correlation and cross-correlation matrices, respectively, 

and tr() indicates the trace of the matrix. The error can be normalized by the total 

signal power , tr(Rp) , and subtracted from unity to yield a measure of the how well 

t he estimate fits the observed data. The fit, denoted by 1], is defined as: 

tr(Rpp ) 
1]-

- tr(Rp) · 
(3.6) 

In the processing, the modeshapes that form the basis set are evaluated at each sensor 

location on the array, and so become a function of the array orientation. Therefore 

the fit , 7], may also be considered a function of the array orientation , i.e. tilt and 

azimuth (relative to direction of signal propagation). This idea will be used later 

when trying to infer array orientation from the acoustic data. 

Insight may be gained into the behavior of the least squares beamformer by 

noting its similarity to an adaptive beamformer. The single-mode beamformer of 

Equation 3.1 can be considered the conventional modal beamformer. It is steered 

towards mode i and there is leakage from nearby modes. The adaptive solution to 

this interference is to place nulls in the beampattern in the direction of the adjacent 
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modes that are interfering. The least squares beamformer does essentially the same 

t hing, placing nulls in the modal beampattern by subt racting from the single-mode 

estimated value any contribut ions that may be due to leakage from other modes. 

The modal beampat terns of the two different beamformers can be found by ''steer

ing" each beamformer towards a particular mode and plotting t he response versus a 

range of inputs , where the inputs are taken to be individual modes. Steering to mode 

i with the single-mode beamformer simply requires substituting the ith modeshape 

into Equation 3.1. With the least squares, the response at mode i is given by the ith 

coefficient in a, provided mode i is one of the basis modeshapes. When the steering 

mode and input mode coincide, the response is unity. That is, there is a unity gain 

constraint on the main response axis. Figure 3-2 shows t he beampatterns for seven 

different steering modes. The least squares response was computed using the first 

seven modes as a basis. Both beamformers were evaluated using only the first 14 

channels on the array. Note the leakage from adjacent modes for the single-mode 

beamformer, and the very deep nulls placed over those same adjacent modes by the 

least squares. Also note that for modes 8 and higher, the least squares has a higher 

response than the single-beam. This increased response to higher modes creates two 

problems. First, the presence of even a small amount of any mode not included in 

the observation matrix can dominate estimates of low-order mode amplitudes. This 

can be generally be avoided by carefully choosing M, the number of modes in E , to 

include all modes possibly present in the water column. 1 To understand the second 

problem, notice that the level of higher mode leakage depends on the steering mode. 

For example, when steered towards mode 1, the leakage is lower compared to that 

when steered towards mode 5. This introduces what amounts to a bias among the 

mode estimates. A measure of this bias can be obtained by comparing the beam

former output power at various steering modes. For an input signal, assume the 

1 The number of modes M cannot be greater than N, the number of sensors on the array. 
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uniform excitat ion of the first 16 modes. Ideally. since the power in each input mode 

is the same. the response power at each steering mode should be also be the same. 

Figure :3-3 shows that indeed this is nearly true if the least squares is used with all 

32 array elements. Wit h only 14 elements, however, the orthogonality between the 

modeshapes is destroyed and a large bias results. Mode 5 is est imated to be almost 

30 dB higher than mode 1. The single-mode case with equal excitation of all modes 

is included for comparison . Its response is much flatter, with only about a .j dB 

range in total response power. 

While t he leakage in the single-mode case is greater t han in t he least squares case, 

the reduced orthogonality makes the least squares bias much worse than t he single

mode. This can be seen if the received signal is modeled as a linear combinat ion of 

normal modes plus contri but ions from noise. 

p = Ea + n (3.7) 

For illustration, t he n01se n is taken to be zero-mean and uncorrelated between 

sensors, with a covariance given by K n = /321. Then the error covariance K e is found 

by 

p E(E+Et 1E+(Ea + n) = Ea + E(E+Et 1E+n 

e p - p = E (E+E t 1E+n 

K e E[ee+] = E (E+E)-1E+K nE(E +Et 1E+ = /32E(E+Et 1E+ 

but, 

where U i is the eigenvector associated with eigenvalue Ai. The error obviously in

creases as f3 increases. More importantly, as E becomes more singular, the lowest 
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Figure 3-3: Response power for steering modes 1- 7. N is number of channels used, 
and M is number of modes used in processor. M = 1 indicates single-beam processor. 

eigenvalue will tend towards zero, and the error covariance (as well as the error itself) 

goes to infinity. 

Before moving on, one more observation may be made concerning the noise and 

the beampattern response. The spatial noise field can be expanded on the set of 

normal modes in a Karhunen-Loeve expansion, where f3i is the amount of mode i 

present in the noise field, n. 
00 

n = 2::: f3i </>i (3.8) 
i=l 

Using this expansiOn, there are two ways in which nmse can interfere with mode 

estimates . One is that the noise associated with the first M modes is lumped in with 

the a's. Here, the only hope is that the SNR is high enough so that ai > f3i for 

1 $ i $ M. The other way is that since the least squares processor can only reject 

modes less than mode ./111 + 1, any expression of the noise in modes higher than mode 

M can dominate the estimates through singularities in computing the inverse. The 

extent to which this is a problem depends on the response pattern of the particular 

beamformer, and as shown above, the least squares beamformer, when limited to a 

small subset of sensors on the array, has a definite problem. 

When only spatially white noise is used as the input signal, it is equivalent to 
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uniformly exciting all of the modes.2 A distribution of coefficient powers similar to 

that in Figure 3-3 is obtained, with modes 3, 4, and 5 much higher than the others. 

Unless there is a way to reduce this bias, the least squares beamformer will have much 

poorer performance than the single-mode beamformer. To summarize, while the 

leakage from adjacent modes has been eliminated by using a least squares algorithm, 

there is now increased leakage from the higher modes that were not included in the 

processing. The next section discusses how the least squares may be modified to 

reduce this bias, making it more like the single-mode response while maintaining 

better rejection of the adjacent modes. 

3.2 Diagonal Loading 

Diagonal loading is a technique frequently used to counter the destabilizing effects 

of near-zero eigenvalues in the singular value decomposition. Here, loading is used 

to reduce the response contribution due to the presence of energy in higher modes 

not included in the least squares basis set. In the geophysical literature, this method 

is referred to as damped least squares [23] . As the name suggests, diagonal loading 

is accomplished by adding an amount c along the diagonal of the modal covariance 

matrix, K¢> = E+E. This is the same as adding c to each of the eigenvalues of the 

covariance matrix. One way to compute c is 

(3.9) 

where 1 is variable and is usually expressed as a percentage [24]. The effect of 

damping is best seen by considering the bias and variance of the new coefficient 

estimates. If the received signal is assumed to be of the form in (3.7), then the bias 

2To be rigorous, this is true only in the limit of a continuous aperture over the entire water 
column. 
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IS 

bias E[e] = E [a- a] = E [a - (E+E)- 1E+(Ea + n)J 

a - (E+E)-1E+Ea 

V(I - ~d- 1 ~ )v+a . 

(3.10) 

The matrix ~ is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix from the singular value decom

position, E+E = V ~y+, and ~d is the diagonally loaded vers ion. T he term in 

parentheses then becomes 

(3.11) 

When E = 0, t he estimates a re unbiased, and as the loading increases, ~d tends 

to zero and the bias becomes simply the expected value of the received signal. A 

consequence of this bias is that t he unity gain constraint on the main response axis 

is violated. There are numerous techniques that alleviat e this problem [21, 24] . 

One option is to adjust only those eigenvalues that are closest to zero. This leaves 

the estimates associated with the larger eigenvalues unbiased. These options were 

considered, but the results indicate that for the given situation, such variations have 

minimal effect on estimates of the lower modes. Table 3.1 shows the computed 

eigenvalues, their relative weightings, and how they would change using 20% diagonal 

loading. 

The error variance for the loaded least squares is given by: 

Var(e) E[ee+ j - E[e]E[ej+ 

a~(E+Et1 (E+E)(E+Et1 = a~V ~d - 2 ~y+ 
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Number Eigenvalue Percentage Adjusted Percentage 
1 9.7950898 0.2469163 0.1862151 
2 9.7880296 0.2467383 0.1861410 
3 9.6868158 0.2441869 0.1850779 
4 6.8616895 0.1729706 0.1554044 
5 3.3293859 0.0839277 0.1183032 
6 0.2078324 0.0052391 0.0855163 
7 0.0008344 0.0000210 0.0833421 

Table 3.1: Modal covariance eigenvalues, their relative percentages , and the relative 
percentages after loading. (I = 0.20). 

v +. 

The diagonal loading, or damping, reduces t he variance associated with each of 

t he coefficient estimates. It is readily apparent from (3.13) that with E = 0, the 

variance goes to infinity for estimates with near-zero eigenvalues. 

While there is no quantitative method for determining what E should be, one 

rule-of-thumb is to keep E less than the smallest eigenvalue, AM. For this analysis, 

the value of E was chosen to be the one that minimized the differences in output 

power at different steering modes , given the same input signal. Looking at Figure 3-

4, a plot of the total response power as done earlier, the reduction in bias across the 

steering modes is clearly visible. For loadings above about 20%, the only effect is to 

reduce to overall level of the mode coefficients. Consequently, the value chosen to 

use in the data processing is 20%, or 1 = 0.20. 
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total power m each coeNK:1ent 

30 

Figure 3-4: Total power for each mode coefficient for various levels of diagonal loading 
of the least squares processor. (N = 14,1\1/ = 7) 

3.3 Determining the number of mode s 

The remaining issue now is determining M , the number of modes to include in 

the steering matrix E. This has long been a problem in system identification and 

there has yet to be a satisfactory, optimal method for determining which modes 

to include [24]. The minimum number of modes to include is generally set by the 

number of modes anticipated in the signal, although due to array constraints even 

this minimum may not be attainable. The obvious maximum number of modes is 

dictated by the number of degrees of freedom, or in this case, the number of sensors , 

N. With M < N, the least squares problem is kept over-determined. In spite of this 

constraint, the steering matrix E can still become singular with the addition of more 

modes that are less and less orthogonal. An effective way of demonstrating this is 

to compute the effective singularity, or condition number, of the modal covariance 

matrix. Here q is the effective singularity, and M is the number of modes being used. 

(3.13) 
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Various curves of 10 log( q) are plotted in Figure 3-5 for a range of diagonal loading 

values . Notice how the matrix conditioning rapidly decreases as more modes beyond 

mode 3 are included in the processor. This sharp decline is a result of the array 

sufficiently sampling only the first three modeshapes. (See Figure 4-1 for the actual 

modeshapes) Wi thout any diagonal loading, we can only be confident in resolving the 

first 3, or perhaps 4 modes. For 20% loading and the fi rst 7 modes. q is around -15 

dB, or 0.03. Some have suggested a threshold of around q = 0.4 [20], however, since 

each situation is different, the best way to determine how many modes to include is 

a combination of analytic results and trial and error with synthetic data. 

3.4 Performance 

Two items are of interest when looking a t the performance of the least squares 

beamformer: t he signal-to-noise ratio at which the estimates become indistinguish

able, and whether it is possible to infer the actual array orientation from the acoustic 

data, since the true orientation is not known. Figures 3-6, 3-7 and 3-8 illustrate the 

least squares beamformer response in three different signal-to-noise environments. 

The procedure used in generating these figures is as follows. First , a synthetic signal 

was created using as an input the combination of modes 1, 3, and 5 in varying levels 

of background white noise. The phase of each mode is time-varying and randomized 

so that the resulting signal is a a sum of incoherent modes. Four-hundred seconds of 

data were created at a sampling rate of 4.56 Hz. The mode amplitudes were modu

lated by sinusoids with 200 second periods and phase shifts of 90 degrees with respect 

to one another. This makes it easier to see the crosstalk between modes. The signals 

were given a 100 second delay to simulate the arrival of a transmission. The indicated 

SNR values are those for a single channel, simply the ratio of the signal power to 

noise power. T he estimated mode coefficients are plotted in a contour format , with 
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Figure 3-5: Singularity coefficients for the modal covan ance matrix K .p at vanous 
levels of diagonal loading. 
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mode number running along the x-axis and time along the y-axis. It is important to 

note that only integer mode numbers are physically allowed. and that anything in 

between is just an interpolation designed to aid in viewing the distribution of energy 

over the modes. Figure 3-6 shows the estimated mode coefficients given the input 

signal described above, with 20 dB SNR. Each mode was given the same level of 

excitation. The signal , arriving after 100 seconds, is clearly distinguishable. Also 

noticeable is the smearing of the energy, mode 5 into mode 6 in particular. This is a 

resu lt of working with only 14 channels. Only the first three modes are completely 

sampled by the first 14 sensors, and so crosstalk between modes 4 and higher is un

avoidable, no matter what processing technique is used. The signal is still apparent 

in the 10 dB S R case, Figure 3-7, but the smearing is more pronounced. Finally, 

Figure 3-8 shows that for 0 dB SNR, the situation is virtually hopeless. Without a 

priori knowledge of the signal content , it would be difficult to get any picture of the 

signal. Only 6 modes have been used in the least squares beamformer. By elimi

nating mode 7 from the steering matrix, the conditioning was increased, which led 

to slightly better resolution of the modes. As the SNR is reduced, the higher mode 

estimates suffer the most degradation. In the 0 dB case, mode 5 is indistinguishable 

from the background noise. Fortunately from estimates in Chapter 2, the actual 

single-sensor SNR is around 10 dB , post-processing, so the appropriate picture for 

the beamformer performance should be Figure 3-7. 

In addition to looking at the performance versus signal-to-noise ratio, the sen

sitivity to array tilt and azimuth with respect to the direction of signal arrival was 

considered. Of specific interest is whether or not the acoustic data can be used to 

infer array orientation. By sweeping the least squares beamformer over a range of 

tilt and azimuth angles, the average fit , as given by Equation (3.6), can be tracked. 

The best fit over the range of angles should correspond to the correct array orien

tation. The success of this technique depends on how drastically the array-sampled 
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modeshapes change with changing tilt and azimuth. The longer the array, the more 

these orientation changes will be reflected in the fit data and the more accurate the 

estimate of actual array position will be. 

Figure 3-9 illustrates the least squares estimation fit, 10 log( 7J), for three different 

array orientations. The actual array tilt was kept at 3.0° from the vertical, and the 

relative azimuths between the array and direction of signal propagation were 150°, 

90°, and 60°, going from top to bottom in the figure. The dashed line in each plot 

follows the maximum fit at each tilt angle . Notice that in each case, the actual array 

orientation falls directly on that line. When the signal-to-noise ratio is much lower, 

the fit may not be so close. Considering these plots further, the contour lines can be 

thought of as lines of constant phase; that is, the same relative phase shifts between 

sensors on the array are possible for a range of tilt/azimuth combinations. Note that 

the variations with depth of the mode magnitudes do not appear to be a factor in 

determining the level of estimation fit. If they were, then the level of fit would vary as 

one moved along an iso-phase line, changing the depths at which the sensors sampled 

the modeshapes but not the relative phases. This suggests that when the array is 

close to broadside to the incoming signal, where the tilt must be inferred solely from 

magnitude changes of the modeshapes, there will be more ambiguity in the actual 

orientation of the array. This can be seen as the relative azimuth approaches 90 

degrees. The same level of fit is achieved for any of the tilt angles in the plot. 
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Figure 3-6: Normalized least squares beamformer response to synthetic data with 20 
dB SNR. (M = 7, N = 14, 1 = 0.20) 
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Figure 3-7: Normalized least squares beamformer response to synthetic data with 10 
dB SNR. (M = 7, N = 14, 1 = 0.20) 
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Figure 3-8: Normalized least squares bearnformer response to synthetic data with 0 
dB SNR. (M = 7, N = 14, 1 = 0.20) 
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Figure 3-9: Estimation fits from synthetic data. Actual array orientations are indi
cated by *'s. Least squares processing was done with N = 14, NI = 7, 1 = 0.20. 
Modes 1, 3, and 5 were present with 10 dB SNR. 
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Chapter 4 

Modal Analysis 

In this chap ter two different analyses of the t hree data sets are presented. Sono

grams were formed to show the distribution of energy with depth and time, and 

the least mean squares modal beamformer was used to estimate the energy in each 

of the modes present. To determine the array orientation for the modal analysis, 

the beamformer was swept over possible tilt and azimuth angles and, in conjunction 

with data from tilt sensors on the array, the most likely array orientation was deter

mined for each dataset . The resulting conclusions are compared to t hose made from 

previous analyses performed on the same datasets, as well as the predicted results 

from modeling done prior to the RIFT. First, however, this chapter begins with a 

discussion of the computed modeshapes at the vertical array, which form the basis 

for all of the subsequent analyses. 

4.1 Normal Mode Data 

Prior to deploying the vertical array, CTD casts were taken to sample the local 

sound speed profile. The profile, shown on the left in Figure 4-1 , is typical of a 

winter profile for the area. T he mixed layer extends for about 100 meters and the 
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minimum is around 550 meters. The homogeneous wave equation may be solved 

numerically to give the modesha pes and modal group and phase Yelocit ies . There 

are numerous techniques available t hat accomplish this. The method used here was 

one developed by Baggeroer [25], which uses a modified integrat ion technique based 

on the Prufer t ransformat ion. The first twelve computed modeshapes are shown on 

the right in Figure 4-1 . Horizontal lines illustrate how the operational sensors sample 

the modes. This is important in interpreting the upcoming results. Not ice that only 

the first three modes are sufficiently sampled by the 14-sensor subarray. 
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Figure 4-1: Sound speed profile and computed modeshapes at the Monterey site. 
Horizontal lines indicate active sensor depths. 

4.2 Sonograms 

A particularly straightforward method of presenting the data is to form a sonogram 

for each channel on the array, showing the signal energy versus frequency and time. 
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To form the sonograms, short-time FFT's were formed from the data. A 200 second 

Hamming window was used with 100 second advances between FFTs. The resulting 

sonograms for each of the three CW transmission events are shown in Figures -1--2-

4:-5. Each column of boxes represents a different dataset, and each row is from the 

same sensor. with depth indicated on the left. The sensors for the 01270322 e\·ent are 

actually 12m higher than t he depths shown on the left. Each individual box has time 

along the x-axis and deviat ion from the Doppler-corrected carrier frequency along 

the y-axis . The arri val of the signal is apparent across channels for each data set, 

although the delay from start of recording to signal arrival varies for each dataset. 

The pre-processing has added a 300 second delay to the beginning of each data set 

which has not been removed in these figures. 

The plots illustrate several characteristic features of the data. First, there is 

about a 12 dB difference between the brightest red peak and the blue background. 

This is consistent with earlier single-channel SNR estimates. As before, the dominant 

feature is the fading in and out of the signal with time. Another apparent feature is 

the lack of tracking between adjacent channels that one would expect to see, given the 

slowly-varying nature of the lower modes with depth. Possible explanations for this 

include coherent interferences between modes that occur or various oceanographic 

phenomena. Another possibility is the fact that the propagation of a signal through 

the Antarctic Convergence Zone is quite complex and depends on how the signal is 

incident upon the front. Movement of the source ship relative to the stationary front 

might affect how the signal emerges from the front. While it is difficult to determine 

the exact cause of the fluctuations , it is known that similar oscillations were seen in 

data at other sites during HIFT [26]. 

The most interesting observation to be made from the sonograms is that there 

is significant energy present on even the lowest channels. The assumption prior to 

HIFT was that only the lowest few modes would be present at 18,000 km. Event 1505, 
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though, has significant energy down to 1500-1600 meters. Referring to Figure -!- L 

it is apparent t hat energy seen on sensors 20 and deeper can only come from modes 

5 and higher. In the 1505 case. the energy at 1650 meters could possible come from 

mode 10 or higher. The implication, then, is that there are actually more modes 

present at the array than were originally anticipated. In the next sections, the least 

squares decomposition is used to estimate the relative strengths of the modes present. 
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Figure 4-2: Sonograms from hydrophones 1-6 on the VLA. Each column IS from a 
particular transmission, and each row is from the same hydrophone. 
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Figure 4-3: Sonograms from hydrophones 7-12 on the VLA. Each column is from a 
particular transmission, and each row is from the same hydrophone. 
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Figure 4-4: Sonograms from hydrophones 13, 14, 18, 20, 23, and 24 on the VLA. Each 
column is from a particular transmission, and each row is from the same hydrophone. 
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Figure 4-5: Sonograms from hydrophones 27, 28, and 30 on the VLA. Each column 
is from a particular transmission, and each row is from the same hydrophone. 
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4.3 Array Geometry 

Un like t he sonograms of t he previous section, the least squares beamformer includes 

information about the phase of the signals . For each mode to be accurately estimated, 

the relative sensor displacements along the direction of propagation must be known. 

To this end, the Monterey array was equipped with t ilt , depth and azimuth sensor 

packages, one 4 meters above the first hydrophone and another 5 meters below the 

number 20 hydrophone. Unfortunately, neither of the two azimuth sensors nor the 

deep tilt sensor functioned properly. Valid data was obtained, however, from t he 

upper tilt and the two depth sensors. Figures 4-6 and 4-7 display t he output of 

the upper sensors, with time referenced to t he start of the acoustic data recording. 

The 01261525 and 01271505 data sets were qui te stable throughout the t ime of data 

reception, unlike during the 01270322 reception, where the the array was repeatedly 

pulled upwards in the water column. 

To simplify the analysis, the array is assumed to be straight with a slight ti lt in 

the vertical. Because of currents and ship movement , there is a good chance that the 

array was not actually straight , so it is important to estimate the array's deviation 

from a straight line. Inferences as to the straightness are made by computing the 

expected depth at the lower sensor based on a straight array and the measured upper 

t ilt angle. T his can be compared to the lower depth sensor output , as Figure 4-9 

shows. The measured lower depth is about 5 meters higher than expected, indicating 

the array was bowed slightly. The schematic in Figure 4-8 illustrates possible array 

orientations. Part (a) shows the horizontal projection of the array, 6.r , in relation 

to the incoming signal. Part (b) indicates how array curvature affect the horizontal 

projection. The maximum possible horizontal displacement at sensor 20 that would 

give the the same depth as measured is 90 meters. Using the measured angle of 1.5° 

and assuming a straight array, the displacement (6.r in Figure 4-8) is only 23 meters. 
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At 57 Hz, the wavelength is 26 meters. which means phase errors of over a complete 

cycle are possible. Fortunately, it appears that the array was more broadside to 

the incoming signal. greatly reducing the phase differences between sensors. Still. 

because of the potential for serious phase errors, the analysis is limited to the first 

fourteen sensors. This array subset also happens to be the only contiguous sel of 

sensors out of t he 21 that had acceptable data quality, as discussed in Chapter 2. 

5 
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\\ 01271505 

01261525 

0o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 
Seconds into recording 

Figure 4-6: Output from upper tilt sensor. Time is referenced to start of each acoustic 
data set. 

Since no azimuth readings were obtained, it is difficult to tell exactly where the 

array was pointing. Based on the ship's drift track and local wind and currents 

in the area, a relative angle of 60 degrees with the signal path from Heard Island is 

reasonable [26] . Figures 4-10, 4-11 and 4-12 show plots of the least squares estimation 

fit as discussed in in Chapter 3. The y-axis shows the tilt angle, defined to be the 

angle the array makes with a vertical line dropped through the top sensor. Along 

the x-axis is the relative angle between the arriving signal and the array. The dashed 

line in the plots connects the points that gave the best fit for each tilt angle. If the 
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Figure 4-7: Output from upper depth sensor. 
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Figure 4-8: Schematic of array orientation. (a) a is t he signal azimuth, f3 the relative 
azimuth between array and signal, tJ.r t he array projection onto t he x-y plane. (b) 
shows two possibilit ies for vertical array tilt having the same upper tilt angle ¢>. 
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Figure 4-9: Difference between upper and lower depth sensors. ominal differences 
are shown based on upper tilt measurements. 

upper tilt sensor accurately reflected the tilt of the upper portion of the array, the 

intersection of this angle with the azimuth as inferred from the ship's drift yields a 

point that is reasonably close to the best-fit line in the figure, and certainly within 

the upper contour level. Since the 60 degree approximation is a rather general 

approximation, the azimuth corresponding to the best-fit point will be used. Along 

with this, a one-half degree tilt will be added to make a better linear approximation 

to the array curvature. 

The azimuth angles are within ±40° of estimated azimuth. For the 1525 trans

mission, the bottom of the array appears to be pointing back towards Heard Island, 

rather than away from it as in the other two datasets. The following table summa

rizes the estimated tilt and azimuth angles for each dataset. In these estimations, 

more weight has been given to the tilt data from the upper tilt sensor than to the 

inferred azimuth. 
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Figure 4-10: Event 01261525 estimation fit based on 7-mode least squares fit averaged 
over the period 0-2000 seconds. Asterisk indicates estimated array orientation . 
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Figure 4-11: Event 01270322 estimation fit based on 7-mode least squares fit averaged 
over the period 1600-2400 seconds. Asterisk indicates estimated array orientation. 
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Event Estimated Tilt Estimated Azimuth 
01261525 1.50 100.0° 
01270322 2.5° 30.0° 
01271505 1.50 60.0° 

Table 4.1: Estimated tilt and azimuth angles based on estimat ion-At. 
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Figure 4-12: Event 01271505 estimation fit based on 7-mode least squares fit averaged 
over the period 1000-2500 seconds. Asterisk indicates estimated array orientation. 
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4.4 Modal Fitting 

Using the previously-determined orientations, estimates were made of the modal 

coefficients as a function of time. Modes 1-7 formed the basis set for the least squares 

decomposition, and only the top fourteen channels were used. Diagonal loading of 

20% was applied to prevent the estimates from being dominated by singularities 

arising from using a subset of the hydrophones. The fluctuating nature of the signal 

complicated the processing. It was found t hat 200 second window lengths worked 

best, with half-window length advances. This size of window is on the order of the 

final lowpass filter length. The results for the three datasets are shown in Figures 4-

13, 4-14, and 4-15. Each mode coefficient is plotted separately versus time, with 

the resulting least squares estimation fit shown at the bottom of each page. The 

vertical lines indicate the predicted duration of the signal, and the coefficient mean 

and standard deviation over this period are indicated at the right of each figure. 

Looking first at Event 01261525, it is encouraging to see the level of fit decrease 

substantially after the transmission end, although with the applied loading, the va

lidity of the estimation error/fit is questionable. The best way of estimating the 

strength of each mode is to compute the rms value over the time period the signal 

is present. For this event, modes 3, 5, and 7 appear to have the highest energy. The 

energy in mode 7 supports what was seen in the sonograms, the possible presence of 

higher modes. 

The 01270322 event is less conclusive than the 01261525 event. Modes 1, 2, 

and 5 show the highest levels. It is uncertain how much weight should be placed 

on measurements from this particular event, given that the array was being pulled 

around for most of t he transmission. For event 01271505, modes 6 and 7 have the 

highest amplitudes, in agreement with what was seen in the sonograms. 
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4.5 Interpretation 

As was mentioned earlier, other analyses were done prior to th is work on the same 

datasets . It is interesting to compare the results. A frequency vertical-wavenumber 

analysis was performed by Mikhalevsky [7] of SA IC uti lizing the same conditioned 

datasets. The frequency-wavenumber analysis assumes plane-wave propagation and 

looks at the distribution of energy versus angle-of-incidence on the array, or equi\·a

lently, the vertical wavenumbers associated with such plane waves. While this anal

ysis requires no information regarding array orientation, how the data is interpreted 

does depend on the assumed orientation. The essential parameter is the effective 

array tilt in the signal propagation plane, which is simply Beff = tan-1 (tan8cos ¢>) , 

where 8 and ¢> are the actual array tilt and azimuth. For the 01261525 event , an 

effective tilt of 1.5° places the strongest arrivals at angles corresponding to modes 3 

or 4, corresponding nicely to the least squares results. Energy was also seen at an 

angle that would correspond to mode 10 or so, which would account for the energy 

seen in mode 7 of the least squares. The frequency-wavenumber results for 1270322 

suggest the presence of modes 3-4, which does not agree well with the above re

sults, however, a different orientation was assumed. If the wavenumber analysis is 

re-interpreted using the estimated orientation from earlier, then it is possible to get 

arrivals that correspond to modes 1 and 6. Similarly, re-interpreting for the 01271505 

event gives the presence of modes 2 and 6. These interpretations should not be re

garded as being precise. Because of the nature of t he data, one can only hope to 

show what is possibly happening, and to rule out the obvious, such as the existence 

of energy in only the first two modes. 

Single-mode beamforming was done for the 01261525 event , looking at only the 

first five modes [7] . Mode 3 was shown to be the most energetic, almost 3 dB above 

the other modes, which agrees with the least squares results, with the exception of 
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mode 4. Extensive modeling was done by McDonald, et al. [27], using a combination 

of coupled mode theory and parabolic equation methods . Their modeling suggests 

t hat modes 5- 6 should be the most energetic. While this is consistent with some of 

the results seen here, it should be noted that they did not incorporate potent ially 

important factors such as modal scat tering from internal waves. 

To put these results into perspective, recall that t he standard assumption made 

going into RIFT was that only the lowest few modes would be make it to Monterey. 

This is clearly not t he case. The least squares modal beamforming and sonogram 

analysis of this thesis, as well as frequency-wavenumber analyses single-mode beam

forming by others , all indicate the presence of higher order modes. These modes 

appear equally as strong as the lower ones, if not higher. 
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Figure 4-13: Estimated mode coefficients for Event 01261525. Assumed orientation 
of 1.5° tilt and relative azimuth to incoming signal of 100°. (20% diagonal loading) 
Mean and standard deviations during signal duration are shown at right . 
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Figure 4-14: Estimated mode coefficients for Event 01270322. Assumed orientation 
was a 2.5° tilt and relative azimuth to incoming signal of 30°. (20% diagonal loading) 
Mean and standard deviations during signal duration are shown at right. 
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Figure 4-15: Estimated mode coefficients for Event 01271505. Assumed orientat ion 
of 1.5° t ilt and relative azimuth to incoming signal of 60°. (20% diagonal loading) 
Mean and standard deviations during signal duration are shown at right . 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

5.1 Summary 

Three of the continuous-wave transmission events recorded by the vertical array 

off the coast of Monterey during the 1991 Heard Island Feasibility Test have been 

processed and analyzed. In particular, the analysis focused on determining the modal 

content, or vertical structure, of the signal. As covered in Chapter 1, knowing the 

vertical signal structure is important in determining how the signals propagated 

through the ocean. 

The recorded data were characterized by very low signal levels, large transient 

spikes, and a limited set of operational channels. A conditioning scheme was de

veloped to improve the quality of the data and to simplify the processing. This 

consisted of a spike suppression routine, followed by a quadrature demodulation and 

downsampling, and then very narrowband lowpass filtering . The input signal- to

noise ratio was -15 dB on a single hydrophone, and the narrow filtering provided a 

25 dB increase in the SNR. 

Because of movement of the source ship, the data acquired a slight Doppler shift . 

As discussed in Chapter 2, it was possible to accurately predict the Doppler shift 
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for each of the transmissions. The predicted and measured shifts were within ±2 

mHz of each other. Using the measured shift , the launch angle at the source was 

calculated and found to be in very close agreement with that predicted by models 

prior to RIFT. 

In Chapter 3. the least squares modal beamformer was presented and contrasted 

to the simpler, single-mode beamformer. The main issue of interest was how the 

two processors compared when the modeshapes were sub-sampled. The advantage 

of the least squares method was that it reduced the leakage from adjacent modes. 

However , loss of mode orthogonality due to the sub-sampling created singulari ty 

problems for the singular value decomposition. This was remedied by the addition 

of diagonal loading, or damping. A relat ively large value of 20% loading was found 

to be necessary to control the singulari t ies. 

The major contribution of this work was the modal analysis of the datasets. T his 

was accomplished by using sonograms to show the signal energy distribution vs depth, 

and by using a least squares decomposition to show the contribution from each mode. 

It was shown that the modal content of the signal, after having propagated nearly 

half-way around the world, was greater than predicted. These results are support by 

the results of other independent analyses of the same datasets, as well as modeling 

efforts done after RIFT. 

5.2 Conclusions 

In retrospect, the complexity of the signal structure off Monterey is not t hat surpris

ing. Following RIFT, much effort was put into explaining and modeling the results, 

not only those seen off Monterey but at the other receiver sites as well. A number of 

factors could possibly account for the observed structure. Propagat ion through an 

oceanic front such as the Antarctic Convergence Zone will redistribute the energy be-
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tween the modes. Going over the Campbell Plateau, modes 10 and above are likely 

stripped away, leaving a signal st ructure much like what was seen in t he analys is 

here. Another potential explanation is t he accumulated effects of modal scattering 

from internal waves or other small-scale features. This amounts to small t ransfers 

of energy between modes that, over very long distances, can significantly alter t he 

energy distribution. 

It is unfortunate that the data quali ty did not allow a more extensive analysis. 

Both t he low signal levels and the lack of precise array orientation data complicated 

the analysis. With higher signal levels, it would have been poss ible to look at the 

other two signal types in addition to t he continuous-wave events. More knowledge 

of the array orientation would have allowed all 21 of the usable sensors to be used in 

the modal beamforming. The orthogonality would be greatly improved and the least 

squares decomposition could have been extended to include modes beyond mode 7. 

There would also be less leakage, and relative ampli tude estimates would be more 

accurate. This would be especially useful for making comparisons with t he post

RIFT modeling results. 

5.3 Future Work 

There is still a significant amount of work that needs to be done before the physics 

of very long range propagation are completely understood, and before acoustic ther

mometry can be used in climate monitoring. The preliminary results from modeling 

by Baggeroer [26] suggest that modal coupling due to internal waves may very well 

be a dominant factor in determining the modal distribut ion at long ranges. One of 

the major issues under consideration is how the ocean processes, including internal 

waves, should be characterized and how they actually couple into t he acoustics. How 

these are modeled significant ly impacts the accumulated effects over long ranges. In 
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addi t ion to this work , data will soon be available from a second experiment, known 

as Acoust ic Thermometry of Ocean Climate (ATOC). ATOC has been specifically 

des igned to eliminate many of the factors that complicated the analysis of the Heard 

Island data. Transmissions along paths that avoid polar waters , oceanic fronts , a nd 

major bathymetry, will play a crucial role in isolating the effects of internal waves 

on mode coupling. 
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